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In this paper, we study the existence of periodic solutions of the equation 
x’(t) = -.f(x(t), x(t - T)), (1) 
where t > 0, ,f(x, y) is continuous on R’. We obtain a sutlicient condition in which 
(1) has at least k non-constant oscillatory periodic solutions. ‘(” 1992 Acadrmlc 
Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Kaplan, Yorke, and Nussbaum [l-3] considered the existence of 
periodic solution of the equation 
x’(t) = -f(x( 2 - 1)) (A) 
and proved, under certain conditions, that (A) has a non-constant periodic 
solution. 
In this paper, we consider a class of differential difference equations 
which is more general than (A): 
x’(t)= -f(x(t),x(t-r)) (T>O) (1) 
and generalizes the result of [ 11. 
Throughout this paper, we suppose that 
(i) f(x, y) is continuous on R2; 
(ii) F(x, y) = ( $r;{)) satisfies the local Lipschitz condition on R2. 
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At the same time, we consider the ordinary differential system 
dx 
-& = -f(T Y) 
$=.rcy, xl. 
(2) 
It is easy to see that, under the conditions (i) and (ii), system (2) 
together with initial conditions x(tJ = x0, y(&,) = y, has a unique solution 
and through any point (x0, yO) E R*, (2) has a unique orbit [4]. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that yf (x, y) > 0 ( y # 0) and there is some b > 0 such 
that 
Ax, Y) =f(y, xmx, Y) G VP(X) .$(Y) (x20, y>b), (3) 
where v(x) E ‘32 + a), $(Y) E CCh + ~01, NY) > 0 (Y 2 b), 
s’” l/+(y) dy= + 00. Then, for x0 > 0, y, 2 0, through the point (x0, yo) 
the orbit of (2) intersects the positive x-axis and positive y-axis. 
Proof Assume that through the point (x0, yo) the orbit of (2) is L. In 
the case x0 = 0, obviously, L intersects the positive y-axis. In the case 
x0 > 0, by yf(x, y) > 0 (y #O), O(0, 0) is the unique singular point of (2). 
Since yf(x, y) > 0 (y # 0) and dy/dx = - f( y, x)/f(x, y), L is decreasing for 
x20, y 20. We claim that L intersects the positive y-axis. Otherwise, L 
has an asymptotic line x=a>O. Let L: y= y(x) (a <x<x,). Then, 
lim x+a+ y(x)= +co. Hence, there is x1 <x0 such that y(x,)> 6. By the 
monotonicity of y = y(x), it is easy to see that for a < x d x1, we have 
Y(X) 2 Y(X~ 12 b. 
Then, by (2) and (3), for a < x d x0, we obtain 
44x) f(Y(X)T xl -= - 
dx “f(x, Y(X)) 
= -dx, Y(X))> -cp(x)~~(y(x)) 
and 
I 
x~ 44s) x ~2 - J 1’ ds) ds 
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(4) 
As x -+ a +, (4) and j +3c (l/$(v)) = + CC produce the desired contradiction 
and establish the claim that L intersects the positive y-axis. Noting that for 
ya0, x>b>O, 
dx f(x, Y) 
- --= -g(y,x)b --cp(y).$(x), 
dy- fcY,X) 
similarly, we can prove that L intersects the positive x-axis. The proof of 
Lemma 1 is complete. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
(a) f(x, -Y)= -f(x, y), f(-x, y)=f(x, y), and yf(x,y)>O 
(YstOL 
(b) there is some b > 0 such that 
g(x, Y~=;$=&‘(,)~~(x) 
x, 
(x20, y>b>O), 
where cp(-~)~ClY, +a), ti(y)ECCb, +a), Il/(y)>O (yab), and 
j’” l/$(y)dy= +co; 
(c) there are r, R: 0 <r< R such that 
(c,) K(x,y)<a for x2+y2<r2; K(x,y)Lfl for x*+y*>R’: 
a < (1 + 4n)n/2r < /I, n = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1; or 
(c2) K(x,y)>a for x*+y*<r’; K(x,y)</I for x*+y*ZR*; 
/I<(1 +4n)n/2z<a, n=O, l,.... k-l, 
where 
a% Y) = 
Xf(Y, xl + yf(x, y) 
x2+ y* . 
Then Eq. (1) has at least k non-constant oscillatory periodic solutions with 
period of 4r/( 1 + 4n), n = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that conditions (a), (b), 
(cr) hold (the case that conditions (a), (b), (c2) hold can be similarly 
proved). Now, we consider the system (2). Since yf(x, y) >O (y #O), 
O(0, 0) is the unique singular point of (2). By Lemma 1 and conditions (a), 
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(b), through the point (c, c) (c)O) the orbit of (2) intersects the positive 
x-axis and the positive y-axis. By (2) and condition (a), we have 
dy f(Y? xl dx Sk Y) 
z=-f(x, Or dy=-f(y, 
and f(x, - y) = -f(x, y), f( -x, y) = f(x, y). It is easy to see that every 
orbit of (2) is a simple closed curve which is symmetric for the x-axis, 
y-axis, origin, and the line y =x, y = -x. Suppose that (xc(t), ye(t)) is the 
solution of (2) which satisfies x,(O)= c, y,(O)=c. Since the orbit of (2) is 
closed, the solution (x,(t), y,(t)) is bounded. Noting that the conditions 
(i), (ii) hold, we know that the (xc(t), y,.(t)) exists on (-co, +co). 
Furthermore, since the orbit of (2) is closed, (xc(t), y,(t)) is a periodic 
solution of (2) [4]. Let the period of (x,(t), y,.(t)) be w(c). Since the solu- 
tions continuously depend on the initial condition, it is easy to see that 
w(c) is a continuous function. Consider the closed orbit L, which passes 
through the point (R, R). Since 
4 f(YT x)<o 
dx= -- f(x, Y) (x>O, Y>O), 
L, is decreasing on x 2 0, y > 0. Then, for x 3 0, y 3 0, (x, Y) E LR, we have 
x 2 R or y 2 R. By the symmetry of L,, we obtain 
Ix1 2 R or lyl ZR, V(x> Y)ELR. 
Then 
x2+ y2>R2, V(x, Y) E L,. (7) 
On the other hand, we consider the orbit L, which passes through the 
point M(r/2,0). By the Lemma 1 and the symmetry of L, for the line y = x, 
L, intersects the positive y-axis and the intersection point is N(0, r/2). 
Noting that L, is decreasing on x 20, y >O and L, is symmetric for the 
x-axis, y-axis, we have 
Ix1 d r/2 and IYI G 4, Wx, y) E L,. (8) 
Then 
x2 + y2 < (r/2)2 + (r/2)2 = r2/2 < r* V(x, Y) E L,. (9) 
Suppose that the intersection point of L, and the line y = x is (d, d). Let 
y,(t) B(t) = arc tg - 
x,.(t)’ 
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where (x,(t), y,.(t)) is the solution of (2) which satisfies x, (0) = c, .rC (t) = C, 
and w(c) is the period of (xc(t), y,.(t)). Then 
27r= j;dB= j;Cl B’(t)dt 
= c “““y:.(t)x,(t)-x:.(t) J-‘(Z) dr 0 x;?(t) + y;(t) 
= I w’(L.) X,.(f)f(Y,.(f), -G(f)) f (t)f(-~,.(f), I’, (f)) dr, (10) 0 x?(t) + g!(r) 
By (7), (9) (lo), and (c,), choosing c= R and c=d, we have 
27t 2 Pw(R) 3 (* + 4n)’ u,(R). 
2s$aw(d)<(’ +2;n)xw(d), 
or 
42 
w(R)<-, 
1 t4n’ 
42 
w(d) 2 - 
1+4n 
(11) 
Since w(c) is a continuous function, there are some c* and a solution 
(x*(t), y*(t)) of (2) such that (x*(r), v*(t)) has the period of 
w(c*) = 4r/( 1 + 4n). Suppose that the orbit which passes through (c*, c*) is 
L*. Since closed orbit L* is symmetric for the x-axis, y-axis, origin, and 
(x*(f), 4’*(t)) E L*, it is easy to see that (-x*(r), -y*(t))~L* and 
(-x*(t), -y*(t)) is a solution of (2). Then the solution (x*(t), y*(t)) will 
meet the solution (-x*(t), - y*(t)) after a translation of time z, ; i.e., there 
is r, E (0,4r/( 1 + 4n)) such that 
x*(t)= -x*(t+r,)=x*(f+27,); 
y*(t)= -Y*(t+r,)=?,*(t+25,). 
(12) 
Noting that x*(t) has the period of 4r/( 1 + 4n) and (12) hold, we have 
4r 
22,=m- 
2r 
1+4n Or 
t,=m- 
1+4n’ 
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where m is some positive integer. Because z, E (0,4t/( 1 + 4n)) and 
zi = m(2z/( 1 + 4n)), we obtain m = 1 and r, = 22/(1 + 4n). Then, by (12) 
we have 
x*(t) = -x* (t+&)= -x*(t-A); 
y*(t) = - y* (t+&)= -y* (t-A). (13) 
On the other hand, since the closed orbit L* is symmetric for the x-axis, 
y-axis, y= fx, and (x*(t), y*(t))E L*, it is easy to show that (-y*(t), 
x*(t))c L* and (-y*(t), x*(t)) is a solution of (2). Then the solution 
(x*(t), y*(t)) will meet the solution (-y*(t), x*(t)) after a translation of 
time 5,; i.e., there is z2 E (0, 4t/( 1 + 4n)) such that 
- y*(t) = X*(t + 72) 
x*(t) = y*(t + 72). 
It follows that 
x*(t)= y*(t +z,)= -xx*(t+222). 
(14) 
(15) 
By (13), (15), we have 
x* (t-&)=,t(l+Zi,). 
Then 
2t 
27, + - 
4r 
1+4n 
E/Z----- 
1+4n Or (16) 
where h is some positive integer. By z2 E (0,42/( 1 + 4n)) and (16), we have 
h = 1 or 2. Then r2 = z/(1 + 4n) or r2 = 3r/(l + 4n). Let (x*(t& y*(Q) 
belong to the first quadrant. Hence x*(t,) > 0, y*(t,) > 0. Then 
(- y*(t,), x*(to)) should belong to the second quadrant and the point 
(-x*(t,), - y*(t,)) should belong to the third quadrant. By (13), (14), we 
have 
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Then (x*(to+r2), y*(tO -I-Z*)) belongs to the second quadrant and 
(x*(t, + 22/( 1 + 4n)), y*(tO + 2t/( 1 + 4n))) belongs to the third quadrant. 
Hence z,. # 32/( 1 + 4n) and r2 = r/( 1 + 4~). By (14), we obtain 
x*(t) = y*(t + T*) = -x*(t + 2r2) = - y*(t + 3Tz) 
=x*(t+4T,)=y*(t+5s,)= .” =y*(1+(1+4n)T?). 
Noting that TV = r/( 1 + 4n), we obtain 
X*(t) = y*(t + (1 + 4n) T2) = J’*( t + T) 
or x*(t-T)=y*(t). 
By the first equation of (2), we have 
dx*(t) 
-= -f(x*(t), y*(t)) = -f(x*(t), x*(t - 0)). 
dt 
Then x*(t) is a non-constant oscillatory periodic solution of (1) and x*(t) 
has period of 45/( 1 + 4n). Since n = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1, we obtain k periodic 
solutions of (1). The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark 1. Under certain conditions, it is easy to choose the functions 
q(x), e(y) of (3). For example, if .f(x)=G(x,y)F(y) and O<ad 
G(x, y) <A, then 
S(X> Y) = 
G(Y, x) F(x) A 1 <-F(x)- 
G(K Y) F(Y) a F(Y) 
and v(x) = (Ala) F(x), $(Y) = ~/F(Y). M oreover iff(x) = G(x, y) F(y) and 
G(x, y) = G(y, x) (for example, G(x, y) =x4 + y4 or G(x, y) = sin2(x2 + y’) 
or G(x, y) = exp(x* + y’) . ), then 
g(x 3 y) = G(y, x) F(x) = F(x) 1 
G(x, Y) F(Y) F(Y) 
and v(x) = F(x), $(Y) = l/F(y). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that conditions (a), (b) of Theorem 1 hold and 
(c*) lim.2+v2,0K(x,y)=a, lim,2+.L.2--r+~K(x,y)=B, and 
a< 
(1+4n)7t 
2r 
</I or p<(l +4n)n 
2r <aT 
where n = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1, K(x, y) = (xf(y, x) + yf(x, y))/(x’ + y’). 
Then Eq. (1) has at least k non-constant oscillatory periodic solutions with 
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period of 4t/( 1 + 4n), n = 0, 1, . . . . k-l. Especially, ifa< +co, j?= +co or 
a = + CO, fi < + co, then (1) has an infinite number of periodic solutions. 
If f(x, y) = F(y), then, by Corollary 1, we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that 
(a) F(y) is a continuous odd function, yF(y) > 0 (y ZO), and 
j+“O F(y)dy= +co; 
(W limy4, F(Y)/Y=~, lim,4+, J’(Y)/Y=B, and 
a<(1+4n)n<B or 
22 
/I<(1+4n)n<a n=O l,...,k-1. 
22 ’ ’ 
Then the equation 
x’(t) = -F(x(t - 7)) (z>O) (17) 
has at least k non-constant oscillatory periodic solutions with period of 
42/(1+4n), n=O, 1, . . . . k - 1. Especially, tf a < + co, j? = + co or a = + co, 
fi < + co, then (17) has an infinite number of periodic solutions. 
Remark 2. Corollary 2 generalized the result of Kaplan and Yorke [ 11. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider 
x’(t)= -a(1 +x’(t))x”(t-z), (18) 
where a > 0, r > 0, s = q/p > 1 and p, q are two positive odd numbers. Then 
f(x, y) = a( 1 + x2) y” and 
f(y, x) 41 + y2) xs 
g(x’ ‘)=fm=a(l +x2) y” 
xs 1+ y2 
=m y” (x20, y>b>O). 
Hence cp(x)=x”/(l +x2), $(y)=(l + y’)/y”>O, and J+” (l/$(y))dy= 
+co. On the other hand, 
K(x 9 y)=xs(YA+Yfb-, Y) x2 + y2 
ax’+“(l+ y2)+ay1+“(l +x2) = 
x2+ y* 
(s > 1). 
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Then, K(x, y)+O, (x2+ y2--,0), K(x, y)+ +m, (x2+ y2-+ +r_). By 
Corollary 1, (18) has an infinite number of periodic solutions. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider 
x’(t)= -x(r-887t)exp(-x2(t)-x2(f-8~)). (19) 
It is easy to see that 
f(x, y) = y exp( -x2 - y2), 
g(xv P) = 
xexp(-x2-y2) 1 
yexp(-x2-y2)=Xj (x20, y>h>O), 
ax, Y) = 
Xf(Y7 x) + Yfk Y) 
x2 + y2 
=exp(-x2-y2) 
and 
(1+4n)n 1+4n 
2T =- 16 ’ 
Then, 
k(x, y) + 1 (x2 + y2 -+ O), K(x, y) +0(x2 + y2 --t + co). 
Sincefi=O<(1+4n)/16<1=a (n=0,1,2,3), byCorollary1, (19)hasat 
least 4 periodic solutions and their periods are 32n, 32n/5, 32~~19, 321~113. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider 
x’(t)= -x3(+r)[1+sin2(x2(t)+x2(t-~))+x~(t)], (20) 
where r > 0. Then 
f(x, y) = y3( 1 + sin2(x2 + y2) + x2), 
g(x, Y) = 
x3( 1 + sin2(x2 + y2) + y2) 
y’( 1 + sin2(x2 + y’) + x2) 
< 
x3(2+yZ) x3 2+y2 
y3(1 +x2)=1+ 
= dx) NY) (x20, y>,h>O), 
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qx 
9 
y) = Xs(Y, xl + Yf(XY VI 
x2+y2 
x”[ 1 + sin2(x2 + y’) + y2] + v4[ 1 + sin2(x2 + y’) + x2] = 
x2 + y* 
= r2 cos4 8. [ 1 + sin2 r2 + r* sin’ Q] 
+ r* sin4 0. [ 1 + sin’ r2 + r2 cos2 d] 
and K(x, ,v) -+ 0 (r + 0), K(x, y) + + cc (r -+ + cc). By Corollary 1, (20) 
has an infinite number of periodic solutions. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider 
x’(t)= -a[l+X2(t)+x*(t-r)]~X(t-r), (21) 
where 0 <a < 7~122, z > 0. Then 
f(x, Y) = 4 1+ x2 + v’) y, 
a( 1 + y2 + x2)x 1 
g(x, VI = xx- a(l+x2+y2)y y 
= dx) KY) (x20, y>b>O) 
ax, Y) = 
ax2( 1 + y2 + x2) + ay*( 1 + x2 + v’) 
x*+y* 
=a(1 +xZ+yZ). 
Hence K(x,y)+a (x*+y*+O), K(x,y)-+ +cc (x2+y2-+ +cc) and 
cr=a<(1+4n)z/2T<+co=p, n=O, 1,2,... By Corollaryl, (21) has an 
infinite number of periodic solutions. Indeed, it is easy to see that 
x,(t) = 
[ 
(1+4n)x-1 1’2 1 sin (1+4n)rct . 2az 22 ’ n = 0, 1, . . 
are periodic solutions of (21). This is the same conclusion as we obtain by 
Corollary 1. 
Remark 3. Indeed, by replacing n = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1 by n = j, . . . . j + k - 1, 
we can generalize the conclusion of Theorem 1. Then, for any a > 0, z > 0, 
(21) has an infinite number of periodic solutions. 
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